Abstract. The initial value problem of surface waves generated by a harmonically oscillating vertical wave-maker immersed in an infinite incompressible fluid of finite constant depth is presented. The resulting motion is investigated using the generalized function method, and an asymptotic analysis for large times and distances is given for the free surface elevation.
1. Introduction. The classical problem of forced two-dimensional wave motion with outgoing surface waves at infinity generated by a harmonically oscillating vertical wave-maker immersed in water was solved by Havelock [1] , Rhodes-Robinson [2] reinvestigated the same problem, making allowance for the presence of surface tension. Pramanik [3] considered the initial value problem of waves generated by a moving oscillatory surface pressure against a vertical cliff and gave a uniform asymptotic analysis for the unsteady case. Debnath and Basu [4] treated the same problem taking into account the effect of surface tension.
In this paper we consider the transient development of two-dimensional linearized gravity waves generated by a harmonically oscillating vertical wave-maker immersed in a homogeneous incompressible inviscid fluid. With the help of an initial-value formulation and generalized function method developed by Debnath and Rosenblat [5] , the integral representation of the surface elevation is obtained through an application of the Laplace and the generalized cosine Fourier transforms of the equations of motion. These integrals are then analyzed asymptotically for large time and distance. The transient waves are determined by the stationary phase method combined with the contour integration method.
2. Formulation. We are concerned with the transient development of two-dimensional surface waves produced by a harmonically oscillating wave-maker in a nonviscous incompressible fluid, neglecting any effect due to surface tension at the free surface of the fluid. If the motion is generated originally from rest by the oscillations of the wave-maker, it will be irrotational throughout all time and we may describe the motion in terms of a velocity potential <p(x, y; t). Take the origin O at the mean level of the free surface and the axis Oy pointing vertically downward along the We follow the method of Debnath and Rosenblat [5] to evaluate these wave integrals.
The main contribution to the asymptotic value of the above integrals for large t and x comes from the poles and stationary points of the integrands. It is noted that each of the integrals I\, J\, and J2 contains one pole at k = ko where ko is the only real positive root of the equation \/gk0 tanh kQh = a>. It may be observed that the function da/dk decreases monotonically from \fgh to 0 as k varies from 0 to oo. Hence Eq. (4.4) has a real root k\. On the other hand, the integrals I2 and J4 contain neither poles nor stationary points in the range of integration. Now the contribution from the pole of the integral I\ can be evaluated using the formula for the asymptotic development of the generalized Fourier transform developed by Lighthill [6] ; that is, if f(k) has a simple pole at k = kg in a < k0 < b, then as |x| -► oo,
Using this formula, it is easy to see that as x -► oô
where a'(k0) is the derivative of a at k = k0. The stationary phase method (Copson [7] ) can be used to evaluate the transient component of J (that is, the contribution from the stationary points),
where JlT denotes the transient part of J for large t. Finally, we calculate the contribution to J from its polar singularity. This can easily be estimated by formula (4.5), /polar ~ ^la'ik") {eik°X + e~ik°X)■ (4>8)
Write ti = t]sl + rjtr, where rjsl is the steady-state solution and rjlT is the transient component. The first term in t] is the polar contribution to I and J, which is given by^ °=i!$$eila't~kox)+° (i) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) and the transient solution rjlr is given by (4.7).
5. Asymptotic solution in the case of infinite depth. In the case of infinitely deep water, that is, when h -► oo, the functions P(k), a(k), the pole /cq, and the stationary point k\ are all simpler in form and are given by 
